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WHAT SHOULD COMPARATIVE
PSYCHOLOGY COMPARE?

N. K. Innis

J. E. R. Staddon

University of Western
Ontario and Duke University

ABSTRACT: Scientific psychology is a search for the mechanisms that underlie behavior.

Following a brief history of the comparative psychology of learning, we suggest that
comparative psychologists should focus on mechanisms rather than performances, and
provide an example of a simple, formal mechanism to illustrate this point.

The modern history of comparative psychology begins with Charles

Darwin (1809-1882). Darwin's theoryofevolution through variation and
natural selection has provided a conceptual framework for psychology

as well as for biology. As Tooby and Cosmides (p. 175) point out, the two
parts to Darwinian evolution have led to two kinds of approach to the

study of animal behavior: an emphasis on variation underlies the phylo-

genetic approach; an emphasis on natural selection underlies the study
of adaptation. In this introductory paper we consider the comparative
psychology of learning, perhaps the most complex behavioral adapta-

tion and the topic most popular with psychologists. After a brief over-

view of some historical highlights, we focus on the issue of comparison.
What have comparative students of animal learning chosen to compare?
Has their work been successful? What should be compared?

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Several recent volumes (e.g., Boakes, 1984; Dewsbury, 1984;

Richards, 1987) examine in detail the history ofcomparative psychology
and Darwin's influence on it; we mention only a few of the more impor-
tant early contributions. Following the publication of TheDescent ofMan
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(1871) and TlwExpression ofthe Einotions in Man andAnirnals (1872),

in which Darwin's ideas concerning the evolution of intelligence were

presented in some detail, naturalists became interested in studying the

animal mind. One ofthe first to write extensively on the topic was George

Romanes (1848-1894), a friend and champion of Darwin. As Romanes
(1882) indicated in the Preface to Animal Intelligence, his aim was to

offer a scientific textbook ofcomparative psychology that provided both

facts about the levels of intelligence attained by various species, and a

consideration of animal intelligence in terms of Darwinian theory. While

Romanes' intentions were scientific, his reliance on anecdotes soon drew
severe criticism, particularly from C. Lloyd Morgan ( 1852-1936). It was
not long before Morgan (1894), in his own textbook ^n Introduction to

CoTnparative Psychology, established one of the standards for future

work in comparative psychology. In what came to be known as Morgan's

Canon, he warned against anthropomorphic explanations, recommend-
ing that care should be taken not to interpret an action as the result of a

higher mental process if, in fact, it could be explained by one at a "lower

level in the psychological scale" (p. 53). Nevertheless, despite Lloyd

Morgan's strictures, most comparative psychologists believed they were

comparing faculties or abilities—not just phenomena or activities, and
certainly not processes, in the modern sense.

The textbooks of comparative psychology at this time were in the

tradition of contemporaiy works in comparative biology and anatomy.

Chapters considered, in turn, examples ofthe behavior of a large number
of species of various degrees of complexity and relatedness, on a variety

of tasks. The emphasis then was on identifying and examining similari-

ties and differences in capability and intelligence across animal species.

The most influential textbook of this type in North America during the

early years of the twentieth century was Margaret Washburn's The

Animal Mind (1908), which was to remain popular through several

subsequent editions. But this tradition was not to persist: While there

would always be some biologically oriented students of animal behavior

who maintained a concern with phyletic differences, the stream of psy-

chology was soon to be diverted by a different current.

American Functionalism—Mind Surrenders to Behavior

A new theoretical force—Behaviorism—emerged early in the twen-

tieth century. Although eventually it was to radiate into many varieties,

from radical to purposive. Behaviorism from the outset altered the

approach taken by comparative psychologists. Behaviorism was the

offspring of the functional movement that was gaining ascendance in

North America at this time, particularly at places like Chicago and
Columbia. Since the predominant aim of the functionalists was to ameli-

orate the human condition, it is not surprising that they found the
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adaptive function of behavior more intriguing than its evolutionary

origins, and situational factors more significant than hereditary predis-

positions. As this new wave of environmentalist thinking took hold,

boosted by the polemical efforts of John B. Watson (1878-1958), the

"father"—or at least the publicist—of Behaviorism, evolutionary theory

provided the justification for studying animal behavior as the precursor

of the behavior of human beings. But evolution was otherwise largely

ignored.

As the name Behaviorism implies, animal mind was displaced by
animal action. Most experimental psychologists began to study the ways
in which animal behavior was altered by environmental experience

—

animal learning. Two basic approaches to learning, initially ill-distin-

guished, soon began to shape the study of animal behavior, as Pavlovian

conditioning and Thorndike's Law of Effect became the central para-

digms guiding animal research. With these developments, researchers

soon shifted away from studying a wide range of species, looking instead

at the details of learned responding in a small, but presumably repre-

sentative, set. The fields ofcomparative and animal psychology to a large

extent were subsumed by learning theory. This change is exemplified by
the emphasis placed on animal learning in one of the most popular texts,

Moss's (1934) Comparative Psychology, a book that was widely used
through three editions over the next 25 years. There were, of course,

exceptions to these general trends, particularly in the work of Schneirla

and his associates (see, for example, Maier& Schneirla, 1935/ 1964), and
there is some room for difference of opinion about the dominance or

otherwise of learning theory during this period (cf Dewsbury 1984;

Innis, 1987).

Nevertheless, it seems fair to summarize the recent history of com-
parative psychology in terms of the shift from a concern with phylogeny
to a predominant interest in learning and the effects of experience.

Following Darwin, students of animal intelligence attempted to identify

the intellectual capacities of various animal species and to categorize

them in ways that might say something about the evolutionary histoiy of

the species and the capacity studied. This phyletic approach was purely

descriptive and initially involved primarily anecdotal evidence, although
later more scientific field studies were carried out. A major change in

approach occurred, particularly in North America, as the functionalist,

and later behaviorist, schools of psychology began to predominate.
Animals now became tools, in contrived laboratory settings, with which
to examine a small set of general rules proposed by learning theorists.

These rules concerned the ways in which behavior changes as the result

ofexperience and were of interest primarily for what they could teach us
of ways to improve human life. The focus shifted away from phyletic

comparison towards the prediction and control of action, with clues to

better technique to be provided by limited cross-species comparison.
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The Comparative Psychology ofLearning

It was not just that psychologists turned to the study of animals to

explain the behavior ofhumans. They also accepted, often without much
discussion—at least during the early years—the idea that associative

learning is a primitive property, a basic element of the vertebrate bau-

plan, like quadrupedalism or the circulatory system. Regarded from this

point ofview, the differences between ape and reptile—and man—could

be seen as mere parameter adjustments and complexifications of the

same basic general learning process. This general process assumption

allowed animal psychologists to focus on a small set of representative

species—monkeys, pigeons, but primarily the white rat—for which

experimental procedures had been well-tested and whose maintenance

conditions were well-known.

In an attempt to provide a fresh agenda for comparative psychology

M. E. Bitterman (1960; 1975), a Schneirla student in his undergraduate

days, suggested a new, more sophisticated goal: Rather than lookingjust

at the ability of different species to perform adequately on supposedly

comparable tasks—an almost impossible constraint, given vast and

hard-to-quantify differences in motivation and sensory, motor and per-

ceptual abilities among species—comparative psychologists should be

comparing the functional relationships displayed by different species

under roughly analogous learning conditions. For example, while we
cannot reasonably expect a goldfish to press a target as fast or as

forcefully as a rat, perhaps the relation between (say) rate of pressing

and reward rate will be similar in both species.

Bitterman concentrated on data for five "prototype" species (gold-

fish, turtle, pigeon, rat and monkey), examining a number of learning

phenomena that had been extensively studied in rats: reversal learning,

probability matching, partial reinforcement effect, reinforcement con-

trast effects, and several others. He reported numerous similarities

across species, and also a few notable differences. For example, he

claimed that fish and rats differ in the processes underlying both serial

reversal and probability learning. Pigeons he found to be rat-like (they

improved) on serial reversal, but fishlike (they matched rather than

maximized) on some probability learning tasks (Bitterman, 1965). His

conclusion that these empirical differences between a "lower" and a

"higher" species must reflect the progressive evolution of new mecha-

nisms did not go unchallenged, however. Mackintosh (1969; Bitterman

& Mackintosh, 1969), while not questioning the differences in perform-

ance, took issue with the inference that different underlying processes

are involved. Mackintosh maintained that the behavioral differences

may be merely quantitative and could be accounted for by a single

mechanism, "say, some differences between the parameters used to

explain the behavior of rats and those used for the fish . .
." (1969, p.
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138), a position identified particularly with the earlier work of C. L. Hull

(e.g., 1943). Unfortunately, Mackintosh made no concrete suggestions

along these lines, referring instead to an attentional hypothesis that

he himself characterized as "vague," which was not convincing to Bitter-

man. Thus, the one- vs. two- process dispute remained unresolved.

The apotheosis of the one- process view is the recent work of Mac-
phail (1982; 1987) who has argued (somewhat extravagantly) for the

essential identity of all nonlinguistic learning across the whole verte-

brate phylum—although his arguments still lack the kind ofquantitative

theoretical basis identified as ideal by Hull and Mackintosh.

Research along the lines proposed by Bitterman has focused recent

attention on the question of learning processes. Nevertheless, the fact

that Macphail (1987) can seriously argue for the essential identity of all

nonlinguistic intelligence, and elicit a mass of respectful if largely critical

commentary, shows we still lack deep understanding of the processes

involved in associative learning. Despite the efforts of Bitterman, Mack-
intosh and a few others, the experimental comparative focus is still very
much on phenomena rather than mechanisms. Perhaps it is time to put
some flesh on the suggestion that many, perhaps all, differences among
species can be accounted for by "mere" parameter variation ofa single, or

at most a small number, of "basic processes."

MECHANISMS OF ANIMAL LEARNING

Our thesis, which we will illustrate by example, is that assertions

about the essential identity, or lack thereof, of any faculty or process
across species are vacuous in the absence of fairly detailed specification

of the mechanisms involved. The papers by Bitterman and Mackintosh in

which this issue first came to the fore are now quite old, but process
equivalence is far from a dead issue in psychology. It is a hot topic in

memory research for example, where vigorous debate surrounds the

question of multiple memory systems: How many are there, and what are

their properties (e.g., Tulving, 1985; Sherry & Schacter, 1987)? In com-
parative psychology, Macphail's (1982; 1987) provocative thesis has
fueled recent controversy about the essential unity or diversity of all

infrahuman intelligence. Bitterman, for example, has taken strong issue

with Macphail's evaluation of the successive negative contrast effect

(SNCE), Le., the slower or less accurate responding of animals trained
with a small reward following training with a larger reward, compared
with the performance of animals trained from the outset with a small
reward. Goldfish generally fail to show this effect, which is easily demon-
strated in rats and several other animals and birds. On this basis, Bitter-

man concludes that goldfish are lacking some mechanism that evolved
later on:". . . the mechanism ofsuccessive negative contrast (whatever it
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maybe) evolved in some common reptilian ancestor of birds and mam-
mals (Bitterman, 1987, p. 659)." Macphail, on the contrary, argues that

the failure to find the SNCE in goldfish is not decisive disproof for his

unitarian position.

We believe that this argument—indeed, all such arguments—cannot
be resolved without putting in play some specific theory, either for two

processes (Bitterman s position) or one (Macphail's position). We will try

to illustrate our point by example. We hope we can persuade compara-

tive psychologists to relinquish fruitless and inconclusive debates of the

"one mechanism or two" variety, and concentrate instead on proposing

and testing specific, detailed mechanisms for the phenomena in which

they are interested.

Habituation and Sensitization: A Simple Model System

We are not yet in a position to offer the kind of theory of the SNCE
that would satisfy Mackintosh's criterion. But it is possible to speculate

in a relatively straightforward way on mechanisms for the much simpler

phenomena of habituation and sensitization. Our aim is not so much to

provide a definitive theory as to make a methodological point using these

elementary adaptive phenomena as an example.

Habituation is the waning in strength of response, such as the startle

response, to repeated stimulation. Sensitization is an increase in the

strength of a response as a stimulus is presented repeatedly. Figure I
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FIGURE 1. Response of three hypothetical "species" to repeated stimulation. Species A
(filled squares) shows habituation; species B (stars) shows temporal summation and
sensitization; species C (crosses) shows a biphasic response. Parameter a is a time con-

stant: values for each species are given. See text.
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shows three sets of imaginary data from habituation/sensitization

experiments with stimuli ofcomparable affective tone. The three graphs

show response strength, of three species, to a series of repeated stimuli.

Species A (filled squares) shows clear evidence for habituation: response

strength decreases across the series. Species B (stars) shows temporal

summation and then sensitization: initial stimulus presentations have
no effect, but then response strength increases across the series. Species

C (crosses) shows a biphasic effect: at first there is sensitization

—

response strength increases—but then there is habituation (response

strength declines from its maximum value early in the series).

The question: Can we tell from these data whether there is a single

underlying process across all three species, or two processes, or several?

Obviously we would want to do more experiments before committing

ourselves. Figure 2 shows the results of one such experiment, in which

we have varied intertrial interval, which was one time unit in Figure 1,

and is two units in Figure 2. Now we see larger differences among the

three species. Species A still shows habituation, species B sensitization

and species C a biphasic effect, but the absolute levels of the responses

now differ substantially among the three species: species A consistently

shows the highest level of responding, B the lowest and C is intermediate.

Moreover, species A's steady-state response has increased, but the

steady-state response of the other two species has decreased, an infor-

mative dissociation, one might think. Evidently trial spacing affects the

absolute level but not the general form ofthe response vs. trials function.

Time

FIGURE 2. Response of three hypothetical species to repeated stimulation at an inter-

stimulus interval twice that in Figure 1. Species A; filled squares; species B: stars; species C;

crosses. Parameter a, as in Figure 1.
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Given this kind of stability of pattern differences, but divergences in

direction of change under experimental manipulation, many would feel

safe in concluding that here we do indeed have at least two and perhaps

three different processes: Species A (a fish, perhaps) shows process 1

(habituation), species B (reptile?) process 2 (sensitization), and species

3, which is clearly more advanced (mammal?), both processes.

Figure 3 shows the process that actually generated all the curves in

the first two figures. It is a single process, by definition, but it does have

several identifiable components: two integrators, a comparator and a

threshold. Each integrator is a "leaky bucket" process that can be de-

scribed by a simple discrete-time linear operator. Thus, for integrator 1

(which is responsible for both temporal summation and sensitization):

Veil + 1) = aVeit) + (l-a) X (t) (1)

where Ve(t+ 1) is the output ofthe system at time i+ l,X(f) the stimulus

input at time t, and a is a time constant: the higher the a value, the

smaller the effect of the current input compared to past inputs, i.e., the

longer the time period over which temporal summation can occur. A
similar equation describes the second integrator (which accounts for

habituation).

Viit + 1) = bVlit) + (1-6)^0(0 (2)

Integrator 1 ^^X
Ve

threshold

Vs

temporal summation

Vi
Integrator 2

Vo

habituatioD

FIGURE 3. System of two integrators and a threshold that produced the data shown in

Figures 1 and 2. Parameter values: a = 0.01 (species A), 0.9 (species B), 0.5 (species C);

b = .09 and & = 0.5 for all three species. See equations in text.

Two additional equations complete the picture

Vs(0 = Veil) - Vi(t) (3)

Vo(t) = Vs(t) 0, if Vs > 0, otherwise (4)
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Thus, the system is completely described by four equations with three

free parameters: two times constants, a and b, and a threshold, 6.

Equations 1 and 2 are integrators; Eq. 3 describes how Ve (the excitatory

effect of the stimulus) and Vi (the inhibitory effect of the response—

a

good Hullian concept) combine to produce the "action potential," Vs.

Equation 4 describes how action potential, Vs, is "thresholded" to pro-

duce response amplitude, Vo.

The relation among the three main variables in the system, Ve, Vi,

and Vs, and the input, X, is shown graphically in Fig. 4.

a = .6,b = .9;threshold =

Vs.Vo + Ve * Vi

**5»^tf*>

'tt 1 1 iTmTlTmi^TYYI '

-

'H'itit^

Time

FIGURE 4. Response ofthe components ofthe system shown in Figure 3 and equations 1 -4

in the text to a single stimulus presented at t = 0. The threshold parameter, 6, is set to zero;

time constant a = 0.6, time constant b = 0.9. Solid line: system output (Vg = VgVj- = Vq' for 6 =

0); crosses: exitatory response (first integrator: Vg); stars: inhibitory response (second
integrator: Vj).

Thus, despite the apparent differences among our three species, a

relatively simple process, determined by just three parameters, is suffi-

cient to generate all of them. Moreover, the differences among species

reflect variation in just one of the three parameters, a, the time-constant

for the excitatory (sensitization) component. We can also say that the

system described in Eqs. 1-4 is close to the minimal system, in the sense

that an asymmetrical biphasic response pattern, the most complex
pattern in the data, requires at least two parameters for its specification.

But of course there are very many other two- or three-parameter sys-

tems that might be adequate to account for this limited data set.

To validate this or any other black-box model, two further steps are

necessary. First, test experimental predictions: a real-time dynamic
model like this is very powerful, in the sense that it makes exact predic-
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tions about the pattern of response amplitude to any pattern of input

stimuli. It is therefore exceedingly easy to disconfirm (perhaps this is

why so few such models survive). Second, if the model withstands all

experimental tests, it becomes worthwhile to look beyond the formal
mechanism to the actual physiological processes that must carry out

the formal operations (cf. Fentress, 1980). Can we find measurable

physiological processes (transmitter uptake rates, creation or dissolu-

tion of ionic channels, neuroanatomical constraints, etc.) corresponding

to the structure and parameters of the model? This second step is more
likely to be successful the better the model judged purely on the basis of

black-box experiments. Moreover, step 1 need not be absolutely com-
plete before embarking on step 2. Once the main outlines of the formal

process are clear, it may well be more efficient to refine the details by

looking closely at the neurophysiological underpinnings—than by fur-

ther black-box elaborations. No one can provide a recipe for the optimal

research strategy; each problem must obviously be judged on its own
merits and in light of the information and research opportunities avail-

able at each level, blackbox or physiological.

What is the role of between-species comparison in this endeavor?

We believe that variation in species is not different— in its role as part of a

research strategy—from variation in any other experimental condition,

such as motivational type and level, stimulus intensity and quality,

stimulus sequence, etc. We know something, apriori, about each ofthese

things. Stronger stimuli we know will generally elicit larger responses

from the appropriate sensory receptor and will be subject in their effects

to psychological constraints such as Weber-law effects. Similarly, differ-

ent species stand in more or less well-known phylogenetic relationship to

each other. Species A may be closer in its morphology to the common
ancestor of species A, B and C than either B or C; thus we may expect

that many of the features of B and C represent identifiable transforma-

tions (according to the kinds ofdevelopmental rules discussed by Gould,

1977, for example) of homologous features in C. Although there are no

set rules for comparison, these phylogenetic relationships impose con-

straints that may limit the search for possible mechanisms to sets that by

simple transformation or parameter adjustment can encompass the

behavior of all three species. Thus, following the only true scientific

method—of guesswork, donkeywork, prediction and test—between

species comparisons can aid the search for understanding of behavior,

brain, and the relations between the two.

CONCLUSION

Scientific psychology is a search for the mechanisms that underlie

behavior. Every scholarly field, as part of its dynamic of self-preservation,
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tends to be both imperialistic and exclusionary (Staddon, 1987). Thus,

we have economists seeking to explain biology or psychology in economic
terms, literary "deconstructionists" arguing that scientific theories are

neither true nor false but merely "texts" as subject to their interpretation

as Fanny Hill or The Scarlet Letter (see Crews, 1986, for a critical

account)—and psychologists asserting that there are laws of individual

behavior that transcend, or at least cannot be reduced to, physiology.

While this view may ultimately be borne out, we see little reason to accept

it on present evidence. The best worked out psychological laws, of color

vision or psychophysics, for example, have always turned out to relate

very directly to the neural machinery involved.

From this point of view, between-species comparison is just one
of a number of tools we can use to understand mechanism—formal or,

ultimately, physiological—and as we have tried to show, manycompara-
tive psychologists, such as Mackintosh and Bitterman, have so viewed it.

Like any tool, its value is to bejudged by its effectiveness: How helpful is it

to our understanding of learning mechanisms (for example) to compare
the learning of goldfish, rat and pigeon? Since we still know rather little

about the learning mechanisms of any species, this question is still

open—although few would doubt the value of looking at more than one
species.

We have argued that there are important limitations on what can be
inferred from comparing learning performance across species: Different

performance patterns cannot be taken as evidence for different under-
lying mechanisms. And, symmetrically, similar performance cannot be
taken as evidence for similar mechanisms (the monotonic 2-parameter
curves in Fig. 1 and 2 could easily be modeled by a process with one
parameter plus a constant base rate, for example). These limitations are

in fact quite well known to most thoughtful theorists (cf. Elepfandt,

1987). Nevertheless, the obvious implication is widely ignored: To argue
for one, two, or many learning processes in the abstract, without
specifying what these processes actually are—at a level where they can
be subjected to the kind of searching test we illustrated with our
habituation model—is to embark on a debate without any possibility

of resolution.
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